Large-scale real-world graphs are known to have highly skewed vertex degree distribution and highly skewed edge weight distribution. Existing vertex-centric iterative graph computation models suffer from a number of serious problems: (1) poor performance of parallel execution due to inherent workload imbalance at vertex level; (2) inefficient CPU resource utilization due to short execution time for low-degree vertices compared to the cost of in-memory or on-disk vertex access; and (3) incapability of pruning insignificant vertices or edges to improve the computational performance. In this paper, we address the above technical challenges by designing and implementing a scalable, efficient, and provably correct two-tier graph parallel processing system, GraphTwist. At storage and access tier, GraphTwist maximizes parallel efficiency by employing three graph parallel abstractions for partitioning a big graph by slice, strip or dice based partitioning techniques. At computation tier, GraphTwist presents two utility-aware pruning strategies: slice pruning and cut pruning, to further improve the computational performance while preserving the computational utility defined by graph applications. Theoretic analysis is provided to quantitatively prove that iterative graph computations powered by utility-aware pruning techniques can achieve a very good approximation with bounds on the introduced error.
INTRODUCTION
Graph as an expressive data structure is popularly used to model structural relationship between objects in many application domains, such as social networks, web graphs, RDF graphs, sensor networks, protein interaction networks. These graphs typically consist of millions of vertices and billions of edges. Efficient iterative computation on such huge graphs is widely recognized as a challenging big data research problem, which has received heated attention recently. We can broadly classify existing research activities on scaling iterative graph computations into two categories: (1) Distributed solutions and (2) Single PC based solutions. Most of existing research efforts are dedicated to the distributed graph partitioning strategies that can effectively break large graphs into small, relatively independent parts [3, 13, 14, 23, 24, 27] . Several recent efforts [15, 20, 22, 25, 30] have successfully demonstrated huge opportunities for optimizing graph processing on a single PC through graph parallel abstractions that are efficient in both storage organization and in-memory computation.
However, to the best of our knowledge, existing approaches fail to address the following challenges:
• Efficient vertex-oriented aggregation. Existing graph abstractions mainly focus on parallelism strategies at each vertex and its associated edges (its adjacency list). However, the vertex-centric parallel tasks dramatically increase the inter-vertex communication overhead regardless whether the parallel tasks are executed in local memory or shared memory across a cluster of compute nodes. Thus, how to perform vertex-oriented aggregation operations at higher graph parallel abstractions to improve the efficiency remains to be very challenging for big graphs.
• Efficient handling of large graphs with highly skewed vertex degree distribution and highly skewed edge weight distribution. Large-scale graphs typically have skewed vertex degree distribution. Concretely, a relatively small number of vertices connect to a large fraction of graph, but a large number of vertices have very few or no links to other vertices. Some real-world graphs, say DBLP coauthor graph, have skewed edge weight distribution. Partitioning a large graph in terms of vertex partitions without considering skewed vertex degree distribution or edges with skewed weight distribution may result in substantial workload imbalance in parallel computation. We argue that different graph parallel abstractions should be supported at both access tier and computation tier to promote wellbalanced computation workloads, better CPU resource utilization, and more efficient graph parallel executions.
• Resource-adaptive partitioning of big graphs. Given that different types of iterative graph applications combined with different sizes of graphs often have different resource demands on CPU, memory and disk I/O, choosing the right granularity of graph parallel abstractions allows big graph analysis to be performed on any commodity PC. An important technical challenge is to devise tunable multilevel graph parallel abstractions such that the graph processing system enables more balanced parallel workloads, more effective resource utilization for parallel computation, and at the same time offer the best access locality by maximizing sequential access and minimizing random access. • Exploring graph utility-aware pruning techniques.
Iterative graph computations on large graphs with millions of vertices and billions of edges can generate the intermediate results that are orders of magnitude bigger than the original graph. One way to improve the computational performance on such big graphs is to prune those vertices or edges that do not directly contribute to the utility of graph computation as early as possible. For example, when computing the social influence of authors in the area of DB on the DBLP coauthor graph, those coauthor edges that are not DB specific can be pruned at early stage. Similarly, when computing the PageRank scores, those smaller elements in the transition matrix can be pruned in the subsequent iterations. Such pruning can significantly speed up the iterative graph computations while maintaining the desired graph utility. An important challenge is to design a graph storage data structure to flexibly support such utility-aware progressive pruning techniques.
To address these new challenges, we develop GraphTwist, an innovative graph parallel abstraction model with two-tier optimizations for processing big graphs with skewed vertex degree distribution and skewed edge weight distribution. The main contributions of this paper are summarized below.
• We present a scalable two-tier graph parallel aggregation framework, GraphTwist, for efficiently executing complex iterative computation tasks over large-scale graphs on a shared-memory multiprocessor computer.
• At storage and access tier, we propose a compact data structure for big graphs augmented with three divide-andconquer graph parallel abstractions. We introduce the index structure, the basic algebra and its core operations to support resource-adaptive graph partitioning by selecting the right granularity of parallel abstractions based on both the system capacity and the utility of graph algorithm.
• At computation tier, we present two utility-aware pruning strategies: slice pruning and cut pruning, to further improve the performance by removing non-contributing vertices or edges while preserving the computational utility with bounds on the introduced error.
• Empirical evaluation over real large graphs demonstrates that GraphTwist outperforms existing representative graph parallel models in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency.
ACCESS-TIER OPTIMIZATION
Large-scale graphs often have skewed vertex degree distribution. Table 1 shows the vertex degree distributions of several real graph datasets used in our experimental evaluation. For example, the Yahoo dataset has average vertex degree of 4.7 but maximum indegree of 7.6 million and maximum outdegree of 2.5 thousand. Similar observations can be made on several other datasets. Clearly, by replying on the simple vertex block based graph partitioning (i.e., each vertex and its adjacency list is in one partition), existing graph parallel models may result in very poor parallel performance due to substantial workload imbalance at vertex level in parallel computation. In addition, the processing time for vertices with small degree is very short compared to the in-memory and on-disk access latency, leading to inefficient CPU utilization in addition to poor workload balance.
Although many graph datsets (Yahoo, Twitter and Facebook) originally have 0/1 edge weights or do not have explicit edge weights, some real graphs (DBLP) have skewed edge weight distribution. In addition, in many iterative graph applications, we need to transform the original graphs into the weighted graphs. A typical example is the transition matrix of graph, which is widely applied to many real applications, such as PageRank, graph clustering and graph classification. Consider PageRank as an example, we need to iteratively calculate the multiplication between the transition matrix and the ranking vector. However, the transition matrix often has skewed edge weight distribution and small weight values may contribute little to the overall quality of the PageRank ranking result. Thus, GraphTwist is designed to address these issues by introducing two-tier optimizations to speed up iterative graph computations. The low-tier optimization, built on top of a scalable graph parallel engine GraphLego [35] , utilizes a compact and flexible data structure and enables access locality optimization (Section 2). We introduce a graph utility-aware filtering method as the high-tier optimization, while preserving the desired quality with provable error bound (see Section 3 for detail). Our two-tier optimization model is designed by enabling careful interaction between access tier and computation tier for fast iterative graph computation. The storage and accesstier optimizations in GraphTwist enable us to exercise the optimizations at computation tier more effectively.
Compact Storage Using 3D Cube
In GraphTwist, we use a 3D cube as the internal representation of a graph. Let G=(V, E, W ) be a directed graph where V is a set of n vertices (i.e., n=|V |), E is a set of directed edges, and W is a set of weights of edges in E. Each vertex is associated with one or more states. Each edge e=(u, v)∈E is referred to as the in-edge of destination vertex v and the out-edge of source vertex u respectively. Two vertices may be connected by multiple parallel edges. A graph G is modeled as a 3-dimensional representation of G, called 3D cube, denoted as I=(S, D, E, W ) where S=V represents the set of source vertices and D=V specifies the set of destination vertices. If u∈S, v∈D and (u, v)∈E, then (u, v).weight=w∈W and (u, v, w) represents a cell with u, v, w as coordinates. Modeling a graph as a 3D cube allows us to utilize four alternative types of graph partitioning [35] : slice by dimension W , strip on slice by dimension S or D, dice by all three dimensions, and vertex cut on dice. Each represents an alterative partitioning granularity and partitions a graph into multiple subgraphs such that the edge sets of these subgraphs are disjoint and similar in size.
Dice Partitioning with DVPs and SVPs. The dice partitioning method partitions a large graph G into multiple dices along all three dimensions of its 3D cube I and stores G in dice subgraph blocks. Let I=(S, D, E, W ) be the 3D cube of a graph G=(V, E, W ), we sort the vertices in V by the lexical order of their vertex IDs, and then partition the destination vertices D into q disjoint partitions, called destination-vertex partitions (DVPs). Similarly, we partition the source vertices S into r disjoint partitions, A dice of I is a subgraph of G, denoted as H=(SH, DH , EH , WH), satisfying the following conditions: SH ⊆S is a SVP, a subset of source vertices, DH ⊆D is a DVP, a subset of destination vertices, WH⊆W is a subset of edge weights, and
.weight∈WH} is a set of directed edges, each with its source vertex from SH , its destination vertex from DH and its edge weight in WH . For an undirected graph, we model each undirected edge as two directed edges with opposite directions.
Given that different graph applications often use either or both of in-edges and out-edges, to provide efficient access for different graph applications, we store an original graph in two types of 3D cubes: in-edge cube and out-edge cube by maintaining two types of dices for each vertex v in G: one is in-edge dice (IED) containing only inedges of v and another is out-edge dice (OED) containing only out-edges of v. Edges in each IED (OED) are stored by the lexical order of their source (destination) vertices. Unlike a vertex and its adjacency list (edges), a dice is a subgraph block comprising a SVP, a DVP and the set of edges that connect source vertices in the SVP to the destination vertices in the DVP. Thus, a high-degree vertex and its edges are typically partitioned into multiple dices with disjoint edges but overlapping vertices. Also some pairs of DVP and SVP may not form a dice partition when EH =Ø. Slice Partitioning. The slice partitioning method is an effective parallel abstraction to deal with the skewed edge weight distribution. It partitions a 3D cube of a graph G into p slices along dimension W . p is chosen such that edges with similar weights are clustered into the same partition. We can speed up iterative graph algorithms on a simple graph (non-multigraph) by performing parallel computation on p slices. Let I=(S, D, E, W ) denote a 3D cube of graph G = (V, E, W ). We define a slice of I as J=(S, D, EJ , WJ ) where WJ ⊆W is a subset of edge weights, and EJ ={(u, v)|u∈S, v∈D , (u, v).weight∈WJ , (u, v)∈E} is a set of directed edges from S to D with weights in WJ . We maintain two kinds of slices for G: in-edge slices containing in-edges of destination vertices in D and out-edge slices comprising out-edges of source vertices in S. Consider the DBLP coauthor multigraph as an example, it allows for parallel edges between a pair of coauthor vertices, each edge denoting the number of coauthored publications in one of 24 computer research fields [9] : AI, AIGO, ARC, BIO, CV, DB, DIST, DM, EDU, GRP, HCI, IR, ML, MUL, NLP, NW, OS, PL, RT, SC, SE, SEC, SIM, WWW. Figure 3 shows an illustrative example of a coauthor multigraph with three types of edges: AI, DB and DM, representing the number of coauthored publications in AI conferences (IJ-CAI, AAAI and ECAI ), DB conferences (SIGMOD, VLDB and ICDE ), and DM conferences (KDD, ICDM and SDM ), respectively. By slice partitioning, we obtain three slices, one for each category in the bottom of Figure 3 . Clearly, to compute the coauthor-based social influence among researchers in the area of DB, we only need to perform iterative computation with joint publications on DB conferences by using the DB slice in Figure 3 .
Vertex Map
Strip Partitioning. The strip partitioning method cuts a slice of the 3D cube of a graph G along either dimension S or dimension D to obtain out-edge or in-edge strips. Compared to the dice partitioning method that cuts the 3D cube of a graph (or a slice of graph) along both S and D, strips represent larger partition units than dices. A strip can be viewed as a sequence of dices stored physically together. By cutting an in-edge slice J=(S, D, EJ , WJ ) along dimension D into q in-edge strips, with q being the number of DVPs, each strip is denoted as K=(S, DK , EK, WJ ), where DK ⊆D is a DVP, and EK ={(u, v)|u∈S, v∈DK , (u, v).weight∈WJ , (u , v)∈EJ } is a set of directed edges from S to DK with weights in WJ . An in-edge strip contains all IEDs of a DVP. Similarly, an out-edge strip can be defined as all OEDs of a SVP. Figure 3 gives an example of strip partitioning over the DB slice: (1) all coauthored DB links of Daniel M. Dias, Michail Vlachos and Philip S. Yu, and (2) all coauthored DB links of Jiawei Han, Sangkyum Kim and Tim Weninger.
Vertex Cut. A vertex cut is introduced in GraphTwist as a logical partition unit. A dice partition can be viewed as a subgraph composed of multiple vertex cuts, one per vertex. Formally, given an IED H=(SH, DH , EH , WH), an outedge cut of H is denoted as L(u)=(u, DH , EL, WH) where u∈SH and EL={(u, v)|v∈DH , (u, v)∈EH, (u, v).weight∈WH}. L(u) contains all out-edges of u in this IED. Since edges in each IED are stored by the lexical order of their source vertices, we can easily split an IED into multiple out-edge cuts. Similarly, an OED can be viewed as a set of in-edge cuts, each containing the in-edges between a set of source vertices and a destination vertex. One of the utility-aware 
Fast Access and Optimization
We use our API function GraphLoad to load an input graph into the GraphTwist store by building its 3D cube representation. We then invoke the GraphPartition routine to obtain the graph partitions at the chosen partition granularity (slice, strip or dice), and build the partition-level index and the vertex-to-partition index. The graph metadata is collected during the building time, such as vertex degree, directed or undirected graph, and so on.
We also provide a conventional Scatter and Gather like vertex-oriented programming interface and a set of library functions to facilitate users to write their iterative graph applications. Users only need to define their iterative algorithms in terms of vertex-level computation using the library functions, such as Scatter and Gather. The Scatter function on a vertex v sends its vertex state from the previous iteration to a set of v's neighbors, say the destination vertices of the out-edges of v. The Gather function on a vertex v works on a set of v's neighbors, e.g., the source vertices of the in-edges of v, to aggregate their vertex states in order to update its vertex state. GraphTwist will compile the userprovided code as a sequence of GraphTwist internal function (routine) calls that understand the internal data structure for accessing the graph by subgraph blocks. These routines can carry out the iterative computations on each vertex in the input graph slice by slice, strip by strip, dice by dice, cut by cut. For example, Connected Components algorithm can be written by simply proving the computation tasks for a vertex, as shown in Algorithm 1.
Index-based Optimization. To enable fast access to different kinds of partitions, we index slices, strips, dices and cuts using a general index structure. For example, we construct the dice-level index as a dense index, where each index entry maps a dice ID and its SVP (or DVP) to the chunks on disk where the dice block is physically stored. Then we build the strip-level index as a two-level sparse index, where each index entry maps a strip ID and its DVP (or SVP) to the dice-level index entries relevant to this strip and then maps each dice ID and its SVP (or DVP) to the dice chunks in the physical storage. Similarly, the slice-level index is a three-level sparse index with slice index entries at the top, strip index entries at the middle and dice index entries at the bottom, enabling fast retrieval of dices with a slice-specific condition. We also maintain a vertex-to-partition index that maps each vertex to the set of partitions containing in-edges or out-edges of this vertex, as shown in Figure 2 .
Parallelism at Partition Level and Vertex Level. GraphTwist supports parallel computation at two levels: (1) the partition level (slice, strip or dice) and (2) the vertex level. In GraphTwist, the edges in different partitions are disjoint no matter whether the partition unit is slice, strip or dice. In addition, the vertices in different in-edge (outedge) dices or strips by design belong to different DVPs (SVPs), which are disjoint from each other (recall Figure 2) , even if a vertex may belong to both a DVP and a SVP. Thus, we group the dice or strip partitions by their DVPs (SVPs) such that the partitions associated to the same DVP (or SVP) form a DVP (or SVP) specific partition group. The iterative computation on a graph is implemented as the iterative computation on each DVP (or SVP) specific partition group. This ensures that the vertex update can be safely executed on multiple strip or dice groups in parallel. Moreover, the vertex update can also be safely executed on multiple vertices within each strip or dice group in parallel since each vertex within the same DVP (or SVP) is unique. For slice partitions, each vertex within the same slice is unique. Thus, GraphTwist can safely perform the parallel computation at both the partition level and the vertex level.
By partitioning a big graph into multiple subgraphs based on the chosen partition granularity (slice, strip, dice or cut), we divide iterative computation on big graph into iterative computations on multiple subgraphs in parallel with two steps: (1) calculate partial vertex updates in each subgraph in parallel; and (2) aggregate partial vertex updates from all subgraphs to generate complete vertex update.
Handling High-degree Vertices with Partial Vertex Update. However, when a DVP (or SVP) contains too many high-degree vertices, we may need to perform the parallel partial updates at both the partition level and the vertex level. Figure 4 presents an example of partial update at the partition level. There are k available threads T1, · · · , T k in the system and m associated edge partitions P1, · · · , Pm in the partition group of SV Pj. One thread processes only one edge partition at a time. We classify vertices in each partition into three categories: (1) internal vertices belonging to only one partition; (2) border vertices belonging to multiple partitions but their vertex updates are confined to only one partition by the given graph algorithm; and (3) critical border vertices belonging to multiple partitions and their vertex updates depends on multiple partitions. In the example of Figure 2 , given the graph application of PageRank, which only uses in-edges, the partition group of DV P1 contains only one dice partition P1. v2 and v4 are internal vertices, and v3, v5 and v6 are border vertices. Similarly, the partition group of DV P2 contains only one dice partition P3, v7, v8, v9, and v10 are internal vertices, and v11 is border vertex. The partition group of DV P3 contains two dice partitions: P2 and P4. Vertex v14 is internal vertex, and v13 and v15 are border vertices for P2. Vertex v16 is internal vertex for P4. Vertex v12 is the only critical border vertex for both P2 and P4, because only v12 receives partial updates from both partitions. For internal vertices and border vertices, we can commit their vertex updates upon the completion of the partitionlevel parallel computation in each iteration. However, for critical border vertices (e.g. vi in Figure 4 ), its associated edges may distribute into multiple edge partitions, say P1, · · · , Pm. In order to avoid conflict, GraphTwist maintains a partial update list with an initial counter of 0 for each critical border vertex in memory. If a thread Tx (1 ≤ x ≤ k) processes an edge partition Py (1 ≤ y ≤ m) and needs to update the state of vi, Tx first executes the Scatter process to put the partial update vi,y by Py (a temporary local copy of vertex vi) into the partial update list, and then check if counter is equal to the number of vi's associated edge partitions from the vertex map, as shown in Figure 2 . If not, Tx performs counter++ and the scheduler assigns an unprocessed edge partition to Tx. Otherwise, we know that Py is the last processed edge partitions (e.g. Pm in Figure 4 ). Thus, Tx continues to perform the Gather process to aggregate all partial updates of vi in its partial update list to generate a complete update of vi.
Optimization for Partitioning Parameters
Typically, we partition a large graph into p slices along dimension W with each slice of roughly the same size. The parameter p is determined based on the estimation of whether each slice and its intermediate computation results will fit into the available memory. If a slice and its intermediate results are too big to fit into the working memory for a given graph application, we continue to partition the slice into q in-edge strips (or out-edge strips) along dimension D However, such online simple estimation-based strategy for setting the parameters p, q and r may not be optimal. This motivates us to design an offline regression-based learning method. First, we model the nonlinear relationship between independent variables p, q or r and dependent variable T (the runtime) as an n th order polynomial by utilizing multiple polynomial regression [10] . We obtain a regression model that relates T to a function of p, q, r, and the undetermined coefficients α: T ≈ f (p, q, r, α) = np i=1 nq j=1 nr k=1 α ijk p i q j r k + ǫ where np, nq and nr are the highest orders of variables p, q or r, α ijk are the regression coefficients, and ǫ represents the error term of the model. We then select all possible m samples of (p l , q l , r l , T l ) (1 ≤ l ≤ m) from the existing experiment results, such as the points in Figure 16 (b), to generate m linear equations:
We adopt the least squares approach [6] to solve the above overdetermined linear equations and generate α ijk and ǫ. Finally, we utilize a successive convex approximation method (SCA) [16] to solve this polynomial programming problem with the objective of minimizing the predicted runtime, i.e., minp,q,r
COMPUTATION-TIER OPTIMIZATION
Many large-scale real-world graphs have millions of vertices and billions of edges. Handling such big graphs in memory may require tens or hundreds of gigabytes of DRAM. Popular iterative graph applications usually consist of a series of matrix-vector computations [7, 17, 34] or matrix-matrix computations [18, 26, [31] [32] [33] 36] . Besides processing graphs partition by partition, another way to address this problem is to speed up the iterative computations by pruning some insignificant vertices or edges based on a certain statistical measure. For example, PageRank needs to iteratively calculate the multiplication between the transition matrix M and the ranking vector R. In GraphTwist, we set rank entries in R as vertex states and elements in M as edge Given an initial ranking vector R(0) and a damping factor d, we utilize the transition matrix M to calculate the exact ranking vector R(1) and use the selected slice M1 to compute the approximate ranking vector R1(1) since the pruned edges in M2 have relatively small weights. Although the corresponding ranking scores in R(1) and R1(1) are somewhat different, the ranking orders in the two ranking vectors are identical, indicating that the pruning of slice M2 preserves the utility of PageRank. This motivates us to propose two utility-aware pruning techniques: slice pruning and cut pruning, to speed up the iterative graph computations while preserving the computational utility. Given that matrix multiplication is the fundamental core for many iterative graph applications, we use the matrix multiplication as an example to describe two pruning techniques: (1) speed up matrix multiplication by pruning insignificant slices with provable error bound, and (2) accelerate strip multiplication by pruning trivial vertex cuts in the strips with bounded error.
Slice Pruning (Subgraph-based Pruning)
The main idea is to reduce the computational cost by pruning some insignificant slices based on a statistical measure while preserving the utility of the graph computation. To speed up the iterative computations, one intuitive idea is to prune those sparse slices with small weights. We introduce the concept of slice density as a statistical measure to evaluate the importance of a slice. For presentation convenience, we use a symbol to represent a graph partition and its matrix (or vector) representation interchangeably when no confusion occurs. Cube, slice, strip and dice correspond to matrices, and cut corresponds to vector. 
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where J denotes the slice itself as well as its matrix representation, F is the Frobenius norm, and w(u, v) represents the weight of an edge (u, v). If a slice is dense and has large edge weights, then it will have a large density.
Next we illustrate how to use the SliceDensity measure for matrix multiplication with slice pruning to prune the sparse slices with small weights. Given two matrices A consisting of s out-edge slices A1, · · · , As and B comprising t in-edge slices B1, · · · , Bt, we decompose a matrix multiplication C=A×B into s * t slice multiplications, i.e., C= A k ×B l . We propose a Monte-Carlo algorithm to compute a multiplication approximation: choose "important" x * y (<< s * t) of s * t slice multiplications to calculate the multiplication, while the expectation of the approximate multiplication is equal to the exact multiplication. Slice pruning strategy is two-fold: (1) pick slices according to the amount of "information" the slices contain; (2) rescale the multiplication to compensate for the slices that are not picked.
Concretely, we first compute the selection probability ρ kl of each pair of slices (A k and B l ) in terms of their precomputed SliceDensity values. Then we independently do x * y selection trials and choose x * y slice pairs from the original s * t slice pairs in terms of selection probabilities. The indices of extracted slices of A and B in the h th trial are kept in Φ(h) and Ψ(h) respectively. GraphTwist implements the slice multiplication at the strip level by invoking the StripMultiply method in Algorithm 3. We also rescale the edges in F with rescaling factor 1 x * y * ρ Φ(h)Ψ(h) to compensate for the slices that are not picked, where ρ Φ(h)Ψ(h) denotes the selection probability of the Φ(h) th slice of A and the Ψ(h) th slice of B. Thus, the multiplication approximation is calculated asC=
. The edges can be safely updated in parallel at strip level since F (or E) corresponds to a unique IED and a unique OED ofC such that the IEDs (or OEDs) generated by different strip multiplications in the same slice pair are irrelevant to each other.
The following theorems state that our slice pruning strategy can achieve a good approximation with bounded error.
, then the expectation E(C(i, j))=C(i, j) for ∀i, j∈{1, · · · , n}.
Proof. Suppose that a random variable
where h∈{1, · · · , x * y}. X h represents the entry in the i th row and j th column of multiplication between slice A Φ(h) and slice B Ψ(h) with edge rescaling of
, then all of X h s are independent random variables. Also,C(i, j)= 
Proof. SinceC(i, j) is the sum of x * y independent random variables, i.e.,C(i, j)= x * y h=1 X h , then V ar(C(i, j))=V ar(
Theorem 3. Given the same definitions in Theorem 1,
Proof. According to Theorem 1, We get λ=
2 and the optimal solution
. Therefore, the optimal value of
However, A k B l represents the multiplication between slices A k and B l . Thus, we can not get such ρ kl before doing slice multiplication. Notice that want to use only one slice multiplication to approximate A 2 , then it is very probable that A1×A1 is picked to approximate A 2 with rescaling factor 1 x * y * ρ 11 since ρ11 is maximal.
Cut Pruning (Vertex-based Pruning)
Alternative to the slice pruning at the partition (subgraph) level, the cut pruning at the vertex level is to prune some insignificant vertices with their associated edges by using cut density as a statistical measure to evaluate the significance of a vertex cut. Similar to matrix multiplication, a fast Monte-Carlo approach is used to further improve the performance of strip multiplications with bounded error.
Definition 2.
[CutDensity] Let K=(S, DK , EK, WJ ) be a strip of an in-edge slice J=(S, D, EJ , WJ ) defined in Eq. (2) where DK ⊆D and EK ={(u, v)|u∈S, v∈DK , (u, v).weight ∈WJ , (u, v)∈EJ }, and L(u)=(u, DK , EL, WJ ) be an out-edge cut of K where u∈S and EL={(u, v)|v∈DK , (u, v)∈EK, (u, v). weight∈WJ }, the density of L(u) is defined as follow.
where L(u) denotes the out-edge cut itself and its (row) vector representation, |L(u)| is the magnitude of vector L(u), and w(u, v) denotes the weight of an edge (u, v). If an outedge cut has many edges with large weights, then it will have a large density. The density definition of an in-edge cut, corresponding to a column vector, is similar to Eq.(5).
Given an out-edge strip M (i.e., A kx : the x th strip in slice A k ) with n in-edge cuts M1, · · · , Mn (i.e., cuts A kx1 , · · · , A kxn ), and an in-edge strip N (i.e., strip B ly ) with n out-edge cuts N1, · · · , Nn (i.e., cuts B ly1 , · · · , B lyn ), we decompose a strip multiplication O=M ×N into n cut multiplications, i.e., O= n m=1 Mm×Nm. Similarly, the strip multiplication with cut pruning reduces the exact n cut multiplications to the approximate z (<< n) cut multiplications, while maintaining the utility with bounded error. The selection probability ρm of each pair of cuts (Mm and Nm) is first calculated in terms of their CutDensity. The algorithm independently performs z trials to choose z "significant" cut pairs from the original n cut pairs. Φ maintains the z index entries for chosen cuts of M and N in z trials. We then invoke the PartitionLoad routine to load and filter the out-edge strip M and the in-edge strip N with the chosen cuts. The ParallelJoin routine is executed at the cut level to join in-edges (a) and out-edges (b) of z "significant" vertices. The final edge set E is produced by summarizing the pairwise-cut multiplications with rescaling factor 
Similarly, the following theoretical results demonstrate that our cut pruning strategy can achieve a good approximation with bounded error.
Theorem 4. Given an actual multiplication O= n m=1
Mm×
Nm, a multiplication approximationÕ=
Theorem 5. Given the same definitions in Theorem 4,
Theorem 6. Given the same definitions in Theorem 4,
The proof of Theorems 4-6 is omitted due to space limit. The proof methods are similar to that used in Theorems 1-3. Figure 7 shows an example of cut pruning for computing the square of slice A1 in Figure 6 . Slice A1 is organized as 4 in-edge cuts and 4 out-edge cuts respectively. Ochre edges, purple edges, green edges and red edges represent in-edge cuts and out-edge cuts of vertices v1, v2, v3 and v4, respectively. The exact A1 2 is equal to the sum of 4 cut multiplications: A 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
We use several typical iterative graph applications to evaluate the performance of graph processing systems on a [7] single graph matrix-vector SpMV [5] single graph matrix-vector Connected Components [36] single graph graph traversal Matrix Power two graphs matrix-matrix Diffusion Kernel [18] two graphs matrix-matrix AEClass [34] multigraph matrix-vector Table 3 : Graph Applications set of real-world graphs in Table 1 and synthetic graphs in Table 2 . DBLPS is a single coauthor graph. DBLPM is a coauthor multigraph, where each pair of authors have at most 24 parallel coauthor links, each corresponding to one of 24 research fields, as mentioned in Section 2.1. Similarly, we build a friendship multigraph of Last.fm, where each friendship edge is classified into a subset of 21 music genres in terms of the same artists shared by two users. Based on the Recursive Matrix (R-MAT) model [8] , we utilize the GTgraph suite [4] to generate a scale-free smallworld graph with power-law degree distribution. We also use the GTgraph suite [4] based on the Erdos-Renyi random graph model [11] to produce a large-scale random network with Poisson degree distribution. The GenGraph generator [28] is used to construct a large random simple connected graph with heavy-tailed degree distribution. In addition, we employ the SNAP Krongen tool [21] to generate a stochastic Kronecker graph through the Kronecker product. All experiments were performed on a 4-core PC with Intel Core i5-750 CPU at 2.66 GHz, 16 GB memory, and a 1 TB hard drive, running Linux 64-bit. We compare GraphTwist with three existing graph parallel models: GraphLab [22] , GraphChi [20] and X-Stream [25] . To evaluate the effectiveness of pruning strategies, we evaluate the following versions of GraphTwist: (1)GraphTwist with only access tier abstractions; (2) GraphTwist-SP which improves GraphTwist with slice pruning; (3) GraphTwist-CP which enhances GraphTwist with cut pruning; and (4) GraphTwist-DP which uses both pruning optimizations.
Evaluation Measures
We evaluate the performance of graph processing systems by measuring the running time and the T hroughput (the number of edges processed per second). We adopt the rootmean-square-percentage-error (RMSPE) between the actual result and the approximate result to evaluate the quality of three versions of GraphTwist with pruning strategies.
where xi is a component in the resulted vector X by the exact computation (matrix-vector computation) andxi is an entry in the approximate vectorX by the computation with pruning strategies. Similarly, xij is an element in the actual result matrix X by matrix-matrix computation and 
Execution Efficiency on Single Graph
Figures 8 and 9 present the quality and performance comparison of iterative algorithms on four single graphs by different graph processing systems with different scales: Yahoo, Twitter, Facebook and DBLPS with #iterations=1, 5, 40, 30 respectively. Since GraphLab, GraphChi, X-Stream and GraphTwist are the exact graph computations without pruning optimizations, they always have a RMSPE value of zero. Thus, we do not plot the RMSPE bars for four exact graph computations. Figure 8 (a) shows the RMSPE values by GraphTwist with different pruning strategies. GraphTwist-DP achieves the highest RMSPE values since it adopts a dual pruning scheme to achieve the highest efficiency. GraphTwist-CP gains a much lower RMSPE than GraphTwist-SP. The RMSPE values by three approximate systems are smaller than 7.8%, even with #iterations=40. This demonstrates that applying pruning techniques to iterative graph applications can achieve a good approximation. Figure 8 (b) exhibits the throughput comparison on four datasets. The throughput values by the exact GraphTwist are larger than 1.53×10 7 and consistently higher than GraphLab, GraphChi and X-Stream. All versions of GraphTwist with pruning turned on significantly outperform the exact GraphTwist, with the throughput by GraphTwist-DP as the highest (>2.67×10 7 ). GraphTwist-SP and GraphTwist-CP achieve slightly lower throughput than GraphTwist-DP. Figure 8 (c) compares the running time by different graph parallel models, from loading graph from disk to writing results back to disk. The runtime comparison is consistent with the throughput evaluation in Figure 8 (b) . We make two interesting observations. First, the exact GraphTwist outperforms GraphLab, GraphChi and X-Stream in all experiments. Second, GraphTwist with different pruning strategies significantly outperform the exact GraphTwist in Similar trends are observed for the performance comparison of SpMV in Figure 9 . Compared to GraphLab, GraphChi and X-Stream, the exact GraphTwist consistently performs better in all throughput and efficiency tests. All versions of GraphTwist with pruning significantly outperform the exact GraphTwist thanks to the pruning optimizations while maintaining a good approximation.
Execution Efficiency on Multiple Graphs
Figures 10 and 11 show the performance comparison of iterative applications on multiple graphs with different graph parallel models. Since GraphLab, GraphChi and X-Stream can not directly address matrix-matrix multiplications among multiple graphs, we thus modify the corresponding implementations to run the above graph applications. As the complexity of matrix-matrix multiplication (O(n 3 )) is much larger than the complexity of matrix-vector multiplication (O(n 2 )), we only compare the performance by different graph processing systems on two smaller datasets: Facebook and DBLPS. We observe the very similar trends as those shown in Figures 8 and 9 . All versions of GraphTwist significantly prevail over GraphLab, GraphChi and X-Stream in all efficiency tests, and GraphTwist-DP with double pruning strategies obtains the highest throughput. Figure 14 shows the performance comparison of GraphTwist with other three systems by PageRank on four synthetic graphs with #iterations=2, 2, 5, 5 respectively. We observe similar trends to the performance on real-world graphs. GraphTwist consistently outperforms GraphLab, GraphChi and X-Stream in both throughput and efficiency tests. GraphTwist with all versions of pruning significantly outperform the exact GraphTwist thanks to the pruning optimizations while maintaining a good approximation. Figure 15 presents the performance comparison of GraphTwist by running PageRank on two synthetic simple graphs and two real simple graphs with #iterations=2, 2, 3, 5 respectively. Figure 15 Recall Section 2.2, two levels of threads are used in GraphTwist: partition-level threads to process multiple partitions (slices, dices or strips) in parallel. Within each partition thread, we also execute multiple threads at vertex level. The total number of threads is arranged by h * l (h is #threads at partition level and l is #threads at vertex level). For example, for the setup of 8 threads, we use 2 threads at partition level and 4 threads at vertex level. We compare the total runtime to execute a task of iterative graph computation, including thread running time and thread idle runtime. The thread idle runtime is measured when performing noncomputation operations, including thread waiting, disk I/O, context switching and CPU scheduling. Figure 15 (a) shows that the utilization rate on all four graphs with 4, 6 or 8 threads are better compared to 2 or 12 threads. When #threads=2, the threads are busy at <57% of time and when #threads=12, the threads are idle at >46% of time. In both cases, the threads do not efficiently utilize CPU resource. Figure 15 (c) (or Figure 15 (b) ) measure the performance impact of parallel threads by PageRank on four simple graphs. We have observed that the runtime is very long when the number of parallel threads is relatively small (#threads=2) or very large (#threads=12) and it is almost a stable horizontal line when #threads=4, 6, 8) . Also GraphTwist usually achieves the best performance by spawning between #cores and 2 * #cores threads because less #threads (<#cores) often lead to underutilization of available CPU resource in graph parallel system. On the other hand, more threads (>2 * #cores) may introduce additional non-computation overhead, such as context switching and CPU scheduling, and thus hurt system performance. . The x-axis shows different settings of the number of strips. We vary #Strips from 1 to 10,000 and fix #Slices and #Dices as 5 in each figure. It is observed that the runtime curve (or the throughput curve) for each application in each figure follows a similar "U" curve (inverted "U" curve) with respect to the size of strip, i.e., the runtime is very long when the unit size is relatively small or very large and it is almost a stable horizontal line when the unit size stands in between two borderlines. This is because bigger strips often lead to substantial work imbalance in graph applications. On the other hand, smaller strips may result in frequent external storage access and lots of page replacements between units lying in different pages. Figure  16 (c) measures the CPU utilization by GraphTwist for three real applications. The CPU utilization rate of each application increases quickly when #Strips is increasing. This is because for the same graph, the larger number of strips gives the smaller size per strip and the smaller strips in big graphs often lead to better workload balancing for parallel computations. Figure 16 (d) shows the memory utilization comparison. The memory curves are totally contrary to the corresponding CPU curves: the smaller the number of strips, the larger size each strip will have, thus the larger the memory usage. The performance impact of #Slices or #Dices on GraphTwist have similar trends to Figure 16 .
Execution Efficiency on Synthetic Graphs
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RELATED WORK
Graph parallel abstraction has been a heated topic in recent years. Research activities can be classified into two broad categories below [3, 13-15, 20, 22-25, 27, 30] .
Given that GraphTwist is a single PC based solution, it is more relevant to the previous works in this category [15, 20, 22, 25, 30] . GraphLab [22] presented a new sequential shared memory abstraction where each vertex can read and write data on adjacent vertices and edges. It supports the representation of structured data dependencies and flexible scheduling for iterative computation. GraphChi [20] partitions a graph into multiple shards by storing each vertex and its all in-edges in one shard. It introduces a novel parallel sliding window based method to facilitate fast access to the out-edges of a vertex stored in other shards. TurboGraph [15] improves GraphChi by storing a large graph in the slotted page list with each page containing a number of adjacency lists. It utilizes the parallelism of both multi-core CPU and Flash SSD I/O to improve the access efficiency. XStream [25] is an edge-centric approach to the scatter-gather model on a single shared-memory machine and it uses CPU cache and multi-threading to improve the access efficiency.
Distributed graph systems have attracted active research in recent years [3, 13, 14, 23, 24, 27] . Pregel [24] is a bulk synchronous message passing abstraction where vertices can receive messages sent in the previous iteration, send messages to other vertices and modify its own state and that of its outgoing edges or mutate graph topology. PowerGraph [13] extends GraphLab [22] and distributed GraphLab [23] by using the Gather-Apply-Scatter model of computation to address the natural graphs with highly skewed power-law degree distributions. GraphX [14] enables iterative graph computation, written in Scala like API in terms of GraphX RDG, to run on the SPARK cluster platform.
CONCLUSION
We present a scalable, efficient, provably correct two-tier graph parallel processing system, GraphTwist. At storage and access tier, GraphTwist employs three customizable parallel abstractions: slice partitioning, strip partitioning and dice partitioning, to maximize parallel computation efficiency. At computation tier, GraphTwist presents slice pruning and cut pruning strategies. Our pruning methods are utility-aware and can significantly speed up the computational performance while preserving the computational utility defined by the graph applications.
